Course of Diabetic retinopathy following bariatric surgery in patients with Type 2 diabetes: the immediate and late impact of glycaemic control
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Abstract

Background: Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is a significant complication of diabetes mellitus, which can worsen during rapid fluctuations in glycaemic control. Bariatric surgery can cause sudden improvement in diabetes control which can affect DR in the short term.

Objectives: To assess the immediate and late impact of bariatric surgery on DR status in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and to evaluate the need for continuing retinal screening despite improvement or remission of diabetes.

Methods: A retrospective clinical observational analysis was conducted on patients who underwent bariatric surgery for type 2 diabetes. One-year pre-operative and all post-operative retinal screen images were obtained and graded using the national diabetic eye screen programme grading. Patients were categorised into three groups: No-DR, B-DR (Background DR), Ref-DR (Referable DR). Pre-operative retinal images were compared against one-year post-operative and final retinal assessment imaging.

Results: Data on 72 patients who fulfilled inclusion criteria was analysed. Mean duration of follow-up was 3.2(1-8) years. At baseline, 45 patients had No-DR (62.5%); 24 patients had B-DR (33%); 3 patients had Ref-DR (4.2%). At final assessment, 43 patients had No-DR (59.7%); 23 patients had B-DR (31.9%); 6 patients had Ref-DR (8.3%). Drop in HbA1c at 1 year was a significantly higher in progressors (29.5 ± 12.1 vs. 19.2 ± 15.2 mmol/mol; P=0.038). On logistic regression (overall model chi-square=37.6) the HbA1c drop at 1 year was a significant predictor for final progression in DR (wald=6.49; B=3.6±1.7; P=0.040) when corrected for demographics and baseline characteristics.; 6 patients progressed from No-DR to B-DR at 1 year, whilst 7 progressed from No-DR to B-DR at the final assessment. Two patients progressed from B-DR to Ref-DR at 1 year, whilst 1 progressed from B-DR to Ref-DR at final assessment.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates the variable nature of progression of DR after bariatric surgery in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Long term trials are needed to identify the pattern of progression and to identify risk factors.

Abbreviations: DR: Diabetic retinopathy; T2DM: Type 2 diabetes mellitus; No-DR: No Diabetic Retinopathy; B-DR: Background Diabetic retinopathy; Ref-DR: Referable Diabetic retinopathy; IGF-1: Insulin like growth factor 1

Introduction

Bariatric surgery is being offered in increasing frequency to patients with type 2 diabetes (T2DM) to achieve weight loss and improve glucose control. Whilst patients are counselled against the common risks of bariatric surgery, its impact on diabetic retinopathy (DR) is often overlooked. According to data from the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS), 37% of patients with T2DM have evidence of DR at the time of diagnosis [1]. Sudden improvement of glucose control can inadvertently affect DR. Increase in IGF-1 (Insulin like growth factor-1) levels and retinal ischaemia have been the proposed aetiology [2-4]. Whilst patients can go into remission following bariatric surgery, the prognosis of DR remains unclear.

It has previously been published that changes in DR following bariatric surgery have been unpredictable [5]. Recently published studies, comparing routine T2DM clinical care against bariatric surgery, had shown that a small but significant proportion of patients could develop sight threatening DR or maculopathy [6]. Though it is generally believed that bariatric surgery would have a favourable impact on progression of sight threatening DR, patients can get transient worsening of DR especially in the first year following surgery [6]. Three separate systematic review’s and meta-analysis published on the impact of bariatric surgery on diabetic retinopathy have also concurred that available studies are not sufficient to support progression or regression of retinopathy [7-9].

The aim of our study was to assess the immediate and late impact of bariatric surgery on DR status in patients with T2DM and to evaluate the need for continuing retinal screening despite improvement or remission of diabetes.
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Methods

A retrospective clinical observational analysis was conducted based on routine clinical care provided based on local hospital pathways and protocols, on patients who had bariatric surgery (gastric banding, laparoscopic gastric bypass surgery and vertical sleeve gastrectomy) between 2009-2014. The inclusion criteria for this analysis was (i) Patients with T2DM, (ii) who had completed at least 1 year of follow up after surgery (iii) had HbA1c values available pre-and post-operatively (iv) retinal screening data available within a year preceding the surgery and at least one DR screening status after surgery. The data collection for follow up was stopped at March 2016 to allow at least one year of follow up to be available. All subsequent DR screening data since surgery until the study completion was included for analysis. HbA1c done within the preceding 1 year before surgery was collected as HbA1c-Initial, HbA1c at around one-year post operatively was labelled as HbA1c-Y1 and the HbA1c closest to the last retinal screening date called as HbA1c-finial.

DR status was derived from the National English Diabetic eye screening programme. All patients with diabetes get annual retinal screening, based on 2 x 45-degree retinal images from each eye after mydriasis. Images are graded and graded by trained screeners and graders. All the images for this study were double scored and graded by a tertiary trained grader based at the hospital. The retinal images are graded based on the national guidelines on grading protocols (Table 1) [10]. For the purpose of this analysis the retinal grades were grouped as: No-DR (R0 in both eyes), B-DR=Background DR (R1 in one or both eyes) or Ref-DR=Referable DR (R2 or R3 in one or both eyes, Maculopathy + irrespective of grade of DR).

Individual HbA1c and change in HbA1c from pre-op to post op were used as continuous variables in analysis. The HbA1c change was also used as a categorical variable (i) ± 10 mmol/mol change; (ii) 10 to 20 mmol/mol change and (iii) >30 mmol/mol change). Comparison between group means was done by ANOVA and paired t-test; the differences between frequencies/proportions by chi-square test and for statistical significance P value of <0.05 was used. Binary logistic regression analysis was used to determine the factors predicting the progression of retinopathy. SPSS version 22 was used for analysis.

Results

Of the 509 patients referred for bariatric surgery at the end of the study period, 167 patients had had bariatric surgery. Of these, 81 patients had type 2 diabetes. Nine patients were excluded from the study based on the inclusion criteria and hence further analysis was conducted on 72 patients. 35% were men. Characteristics of our cohort who underwent bariatric surgery is shown in Table 2.

The mean duration of follow up was 3.2 years (1-8 years) and the mean HbA1c-finial was 50.9 (28-131) with an average HbA1c reduction during the period of 21 mmol/mol (5 patients had higher HbA1c-finial than HbA1c-initial). The percentage of DR at baseline and final assessment is summarized in Table 3.

Table 1. National English Diabetic eye screening programme grading protocol [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retinopathy</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Frequency of testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Annual screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 - Background</td>
<td>Microaneurysm(s)</td>
<td>Annual screen, inform diabetes care team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 - Pre-proliferative</td>
<td>Venous beading, Venous Loop or reduplication</td>
<td>Refer to hospital eye service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 - Proliferative</td>
<td>New vessels on disc (NVD), Pre-retinal or vitreous haemorrhage</td>
<td>Fast-track referral to hospital eye service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maculopathy</td>
<td>Peripheral scatter</td>
<td>Refer to hospital eye service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Baseline characteristics of cohort n=72 with type 2 diabetes who underwent bariatric surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in years (Mean±sd)</th>
<th>Gender; %Male (number)</th>
<th>Pre-op BMI (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Pre-op HbA1c (mmol/mmol)</th>
<th>Proportion with Hypertension</th>
<th>Diabetes Treatment (% or insulin pre-op)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49.2 ± 8.5</td>
<td>34.7% (25)</td>
<td>47.8 ± 7.5</td>
<td>68.2 ± 18.2</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>87.5% vs. 9.7 vs. 2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*LGBS: Laparoscopic gastric bypass surgery; SG: Sleeve gastrectomy; GB: Gastric band)

Table 3. Percentage of DR at baseline and final assessment (Cross tabulation: χ²=51.34; P<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR at Baseline</th>
<th>DR at Final assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-DR</td>
<td>B-DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-DR</td>
<td>36 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-DR</td>
<td>7 (9.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref-DR</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DR. Patients who had Ref-DR at initial assessment remained at the same status throughout the study. Of the entire cohort 9 patients had progression of DR during the period of follow up and were classed as ‘progressors’ for further analysis (9 progressed from R0 to B-DR; 3 progressed from B-DR to Ref-DR).

A comparison between progressors and stable patients (including patients whose DR grades improved) is shown in Table 4. This showed that the drop in HbA1c at 1 year was a significantly higher in progressors (29.5 ± 12.1 vs. 19.2 ± 15.2 mmol/mol; P=0.038). On logistic regression (overall model chi-square=37.6) the HbA1c drop at 1 year was a significant predictor for final progression (wald=6.49 B=3.6 ± 1.7; P=0.040); Age, BMI at baseline, presence of hypertension pre-op, and baseline HbA1c were all not significant.
Initial vs. Year 1 (Y1) vs Final DR status

The details of DR status change comparing initial assessment to first year of follow up to final DR are shown in (Figure 2). Four patients from the No-DR group and 1 from the B-DR group did not have the DR screening at Y1 but had the DR screening subsequently (hence included in the final DR analysis). A number of patients tend to progress or improve their retinal status with time. During follow up, 6 patients progressed from No-DR to B-DR at Y1; 5 of these 6 reverted back to No-DR at final assessment. Of the 4 from B-DR group that improved to no-DR at Y1, 3 continued as no-DR but 1 reverted back to B-DR at final assessment.

Discussion

The data from this study again shows that patients with T2DM who undergo bariatric surgery, have variable progression of DR during follow up period, with dynamic changes evolving with time, and hence reiterating the importance of continuing retinal screening in this cohort.

Bariatric surgery is evolving as an important treatment option for patients with T2DM. Numerous studies have demonstrated in the past that improvement in diabetes and metabolic parameters such as hypertension and dyslipidaemia with bariatric surgery is associated with significant improvement of microvascular complications and cardiovascular risk [1,11]. The Swedish obesity study (SOS) demonstrated bariatric surgery reduced the incidence of myocardial infarction (29%), stroke (34%) and overall mortality (30-40%) [12]. It has also been well established that diabetes remission could be achieved with significant proportion of these patients [13]. Remission rates of diabetes vary greatly and even more so depending on which criteria is used to consider remission. Some studies have quoted a remission rate of 43-92% [14].

It is well known that rapid improvement of HbA1c can be associated with worsening of microvascular complications; this has been established with insulin initiation, insulin pump therapy and GLP-1 agonist therapy [15-19]. Bariatric surgery is yet another intervention that could achieve substantial improvement in glycaemic control in relatively shorter duration but could worsen DR in the immediate phase [6]. However, in the longer term, it is well known that improved glycaemic control would have significant benefits in improving DR [1]. Further concurrent improvement achieved in metabolic parameters such as hypertension and lipid profile would also contribute to this improvement and protection [1,11]. On the contrary, short term benefits in DR may be masked if metabolic memory is playing a role [20]. Previous studies have demonstrated these variable progressions of DR after bariatric surgery in short and long term [5-6]. Our study again demonstrates the variable nature of progression of DR following bariatric surgery and the difficulties in predicting the direction of progression of DR after bariatric surgery.

Two separate systematic review and meta-analysis were performed in 2015/2016, one in Canada and the other in Korea. The Canadian group reviewed 4 out of a total 227 studies (n=148 patients). Whilst they noted that patients with a pre-existing diagnosis of DR are at increased risk following surgery, it was felt further studies are needed to evaluate this in detail [7]. The Korean group reviewed twelve studies composed of 876 patients with T2DM who underwent bariatric surgery. This review noted that remission of diabetes couldn’t prevent the development or progression of DR after surgery [8]. A further systematic review and meta-analysis of controlled clinical studies was done by an Italian group to compare the rate of appearance and progression/regression of DR in studies comparing medical and surgical treatment of T2DM [9]. The authors in this case concluded that bariatric surgery seems to prevent new cases of diabetic retinopathy but acknowledged available studies are not sufficient to support progression or regression of retinopathy [9].

In our study, majority of patients with no-DR (35/45, 78%) maintained this status up to Y1 following which 7/35 then progressed to B-DR. This could be in keeping with the duration of diabetes increasing during the follow up period or attributed to other metabolic factors, data regarding which were not included in this study. However, overall 31/45 patients had maintained as no-DR throughout the study (69%). Patients with B-DR at baseline progress even more differently – with 17/24 continuing to stay as BDR at Y1; 13/24 of these continuing as BDR till final assessment (54%) and 1 progressing to referable-
DR. Maintenance of B-DR and no-DR status in majority of patients throughout the study may be attributable to the long-term benefits derived with weight loss, glycaemic control and improvement of metabolic factors with bariatric surgery. A systemic review and meta-analysis done by the Canadian group Cheung et al. [7] noted that patient’s with diagnosis of DR prior to surgery are at increased risk of further progression in their disease. Tahran et al. [6] compared patients who underwent bariatric surgery against patients who had routine care. A small but significant proportion of their patients who underwent bariatric surgery developed sight threatening DR, even if they didn’t have any evidence before surgery.

The phenomenon of rapid progression of DR transiently following rapid glycaemic change and subsequent improvement in DR with time is well documented before. In our study, at Y1 follow up, 6 patients from no-DR had progressed to B-DR; 5 patients reverted back to no-DR by final assessment. The number of people who progress to sight threatening retinopathy or referable DR or maculopathy is small. This is again comparable to previous published studies [6]. None of the patients with No-DR at initial assessment progressed to referable-DR during the follow up period. The 2 patients who progressed to referable-DR, had antecedent B-DR and progressed within the Y1, which could a pointer towards rapid improvement of diabetes control. Based on the above two findings, it is therefore vital that patients definitely get their retinal screening continued, especially in the first year after bariatric surgery, to document these progressive changes. It is even more pertinent, when the term ‘cure’ for diabetes is used interchangeably with ‘remission’ for diabetes and patients are being removed from retinal screening programmes.

It is very difficult to establish predictors from progressive DR on a retrospective analysis. Table 4 shows the various factors that we compared, dividing the group as progressors and stable patients. Previous publications on GLP-1 agonist therapy and DR had established that duration of diabetes, HbA1c at baseline and rapidity of reduction to be possible risk factors [21]. The degree of HbA1c reduction achieved during Y1 after surgery was statistically significant predictor for progression of DR at the final screening, when corrected for demographics and baseline characteristics. Patients with previous known B-DR obviously appear to have the risk of progression to referable-DR, whilst this didn’t reach statistical significance in our study, it is likely a marker of higher risk and may therefore help in targeting DR screening during follow up.

Dramatic improvement in weight loss and glycaemic control following bariatric surgery is most often noted within the first year. Patients are routinely counselled on the risks of anaesthetic, bleeding, infection, failure and anastomotic leak following bariatric surgery. Our study shows that 6 out of 45 patients with No-DR progressed to B-DR at one year and 2 out of 24 patients from B-DR to Ref-DR. Given the recent emerging evidence from our study as well as published literature, patients should be informed of the risk of progression of DR especially in the first year following surgery. Some studies have shown that transient worsening of DR status can occur within the first year following bariatric surgery [6]. Though the numbers are small, given no obvious predictive factors, it may be advisable to recommend an early interim retinal assessment (eg- at 4 months) post operatively especially for the B-DR patients, to identify these patients early and arrange appropriate ophthalmology input. This protocol could be very comparable to patients who go through pregnancy with diagnosis of T2DM, where similar phenomenon could happen.

Informing patients of the potential deterioration with regards to the DR might empower then to seek medical opinion if they do observe any visual changes. This might also improve patient compliance especially with regards to attending screening appointments, especially if the patients have come off all anti-diabetic medication too. The Y1 DR screening is also crucial to identify these patients and refer appropriately to retinal tertiary services. This may be even more pertinent in places such as England, where retinal screening is managed independently from the health care service. This dichotomy of service provision therefore calls for close liaison and multi-disciplinary working between endocrinologist, bariatric surgeons and retinal screening service to devise pathways for optimizing follow up for these patients.

There are obvious limitations to this study: (1) Our study is based on retrospective observational analysis, based on routine clinical practice with no discrete research intervention. Hence in some instances the duration between HbA1c check and DR screening could not be matched. (2) As the retinal screening programme runs as an independent system in England, we do not have control on periodicity of screening or details on non-attendances and hence data on some patients during the interim period of follow up could be missing or lost. (3) The number of patients in each of the groups is small and hence the conclusions derived need to be interpreted with caution and validated in larger prospective randomized trials, to facilitate formalizing guidelines for management. (4) Data on weight, BMI and other medical conditions such as hypertension at the final visit was not available which could be a confounding factor to the incidence and prevalence of DR.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our study demonstrates the variable nature of progression of DR after bariatric surgery in patients with T2DM. It is very vital that patients continue with retinal screening programme despite improvement or remission in diabetes, especially if they already have established background retinopathy. A small number of patients could progress to referable DR or maculopathy. Transient worsening of DR could happen during the first year of follow-up with variable direction of progression during follow up period. Majority of patients might maintain their retinal status during the follow up period which could be the clinical marker of metabolic protection offered by bariatric surgery. Long term randomized controlled trials are required to identify the pattern of progression and risk factors that would help to rationalize screening and treatment for this special cohort of patients.
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